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SOLUTION BRIEF

90%

agree that IAM is important
to their company’s success

86%

view IAM as critical
to cloud adaption

82%

of CIOs rank security as
top spending category

The Ping + IDMWORKS partnership provides user-friendly

SIMPLIFY IDENTITY AND ACCESS
IN HYBRID IT ENVIRONMENTS

access to all applications and resources from anywhere.

Balancing security and convenience for your workforce, partners
and customers when presented with the complexities of cloud
adoption, remote employees, BYOD and mobile device demands,
growing compliance requirements, and an ever-growing threat

It’s a comprehensive, standards-based platform architected
to span all deployment models and use cases for wherever
enterprise IT goes. With years of industry experience,
there’s little we haven’t seen before.

landscape is exceptionally challenging. It requires a flexible, highperformance identity and access management (IAM) solution that
and access security across all of your digital properties; unifies and

HOW PING AND IDMWORKS
WORK TOGETHER

secures identity-centric customer data; and manages customer

The combination of Ping + IDMWORKS enables you to

consent to meet privacy regulations. It also requires a partner with

both address immediate needs and provide identity

deep experience improving customer engagement, increasing

solutions that offer a longer-term, strategic foundation for

enterprise agility and flexibility, and modernizing legacy IAM

your digital business. IDMWORKS has worked with some

solutions to increase user productivity.

of the world’s most recognized brands and has had over

provides single sign-on (SSO), multi-factor authentication (MFA)

650 IAM engagements since 2004. Utilizing the broad
Ping Identity + IDMWORKS simplifies operations, giving an

capabilities of the Ping Identity platform for identity and

effortless avenue for your users to access the systems and data

access management to applications in the cloud or on

they need while allowing you to leverage identity intelligence and

premises, your enterprise is secure in the knowledge that

adaptive authentication to provide real-time access to authorized

the IDMWORKS Managed Support team is supporting your

applications and services.

enterprise IAM journey.

IDMWORKS DELIVERS SECURE, EFFICIENT & COST-EFFECTIVE IAM-MANAGED SOLUTIONS
Identity & Access Management

IAM Software

Managed Services

IDMWORKS maintains the highest

IDMWORKS’ IAM software bridges

IDMWORKS provides turnkey managed

level of certification for deployment

the gap between your IAM vendor

service solutions including managed

and support of the Ping Identity

solution software and third-party

infrastructure, managed security, and

Platform (see figure 1) and all of

applications, including the leading HR,

24x7x365 support, monitoring and

the leading technology stacks.

CRM & Healthcare applications. Auto-

alerting services. We offer managed

This enables us to recommend and

provisioning reduces administration

services for both on premises and cloud

implement the right combination of

costs and provides better control of

support. As well as hosting solutions at

vendors and products that are best

access and resources.

your location and cloud hosting solutions

suited to your needs.

in which Ping integrates with AWS,
Microsoft Azure, GCP, etc.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Ping Identity combines with IDMWORKS to provide a flexible, secure and
scalable identity solution for your enterprise, enabling you to to greatly
enhance your security posture without the cost and resource-intensive
processes typically involved in systems integrations. You gain:
•

Secure and exceptional user experiences that allow your customers
to seamlessly authenticate and self-manage their identity and profile

•

•

SUCCESS STORY
A U.S. Fortune 500 industrial supply
company needed a solution that could
extend across on-premises, cloud
and mobile applications as well as be
installed anywhere to meet all of their

data in a centralized solution that can span across all of your digital

use cases. IDMWORKS proactively

properties.

worked with them to develop a strategy

The ability to accelerate cloud adoption with an IAM solution that

that met their custom needs and

simplifies the migration of resources across cloud, SaaS and on-

integrated the Ping Identity platform

premises environments, including the ability to manage IAM how and

to provide enhanced security, a better

where you want, making adjustments as needed.

user experience for their varied user

A modern IAM solution that decreases management complexity,

base and a future-proof infrastructure

reduces infrastructure costs and provides better user experiences

that can grow with them.

that boost productivity across the enterprise.

Figure 1

PING IDENTITY
Ping Identity envisions a digital world powered by intelligent identity. We help enterprises achieve Zero Trust identity-defined security and
more personalized, streamlined user experiences. The Ping Intelligent Identity Platform provides customers, employees and partners with
access to cloud, mobile, SaaS and on-premises applications and APIs, while also managing identity and profile data at scale.
Over half of the Fortune 100 choose us for our identity expertise, open standards leadership, and partnership with companies including
Microsoft, Amazon and Google. We provide flexible options to extend hybrid IT environments and accelerate digital business initiatives
with multi-factor authentication, single sign-on, access management, intelligent API security, directory and data governance capabilities.
Visit www.pingidentity.com.

IDMWORKS
IDMWORKS has been recognized by Gartner as a top identity and access management consultancy. With over 650 IAM engagements
since 2004, we’ve worked with some of the world’s most recognized brands. IDMWORKS offers Managed Services that provide a cost
effective solution to host and support day-to-day IAM service delivery without the overhead and complexity involved in internally staffing
and training IAM personnel.
Our IdentityForge Connectors auto-provision to all of the leading IAM, HR & CRM systems and virtually any third party application and our
Non-Employee Identity Suite helps organizations get control of their non-employee identities. DCMWORKS, a division of IDMWORKS, also
provides a full array of data center services from migration planning to disaster recovery consulting.
Learn more at www.idmworks.com.

Ping Identity envisions a digital world powered by intelligent identity. We help enterprises achieve Zero Trust identity-defined security and more personalized, streamlined user experiences. The
Ping Intelligent Identity Platform provides customers, employees and partners with access to cloud, mobile, SaaS and on-premises applications and APIs, while also managing identity and profile
data at scale. Over half of the Fortune 100 choose us for our identity expertise, open standards leadership, and partnership with companies including Microsoft, Amazon and Google. We provide
flexible options to extend hybrid IT environments and accelerate digital business initiatives with multi-factor authentication, single sign-on, access management, intelligent API security, directory
and data governance capabilities. Visit www.pingidentity.com.
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